THE STORY OF ALTERNA™...
The Rasmussen Alternative To Traditional Gas Log Sets
Rasmussen Gas Logs & Grills recognizes that the
“typical” gas log sets are not for everyone. Many
people have homes with modern or contemporary
décor in which ordinary gas logs would be out of place.

Each of the objects in the ALTERNA™ line is made
from the same high quality fireproof material as
our gas logs. The objects are available in a variety
of colors.

This led us to develop FireBalls™ over twenty-five
years ago. And more recently, we introduced
FireStones™, FireShapes™, FireGlitter™ and
FireDrops™. Our latest innovations are vent-free
versions of these alternative styles.

Vented sets are intended for use with either our
Custom Pan Burner or Custom Embers Pan Burner.

In recognition of the increasing desire for these
alternative styles, Rasmussen has created the
ALTERNA™ brand for our vented and vent-free versions
of the FireBalls™ , FireStones™, FireShapes™,
FireGlitter™ and FireDrops™.

All ALTERNA™ burners, vented or vent-free, can
be outfitted with our “EASY”, Millivolt or
Electronic Ignition Control Systems. Valve
Vanisher™ assembly is available for vented
Manual, Millivolt and Electronic Ignition controls.

Each type of vent-free set has its own special
chassis/burner/control assembly.

BURNERS
Burners are the heart of each ALTERNA set.
Vented burners create a full,luminous flame,
while vent-free burners produce a
concentrated, efficient fire. All sizes and
styles of ALTERNA burners are available in
Black or Stainless Steel Finish. While
Vent-free burners are limited to 20”, 24” and
30” sizes, Vented burners are available in
sizes to fit virtually any fireplace.

Vented CS Burner

BLACK FINISH CHASSIS - In a darkened
fireplace, the black chassis fades into
the background while accentuating the
objects and the flame.
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH CHASSISProvides a contrast to a darkened
fireplace in which the chassis becomes
a design element that complements the
objects and the flame, giving a more
contemporary appearance.

Vented CS Burner Pans are available as
standard rectanglar or custom-made
tapered shapes. Installed flush on the
floor or supported by flat or tubular
legs, the pans work equally well in
single or multi-sided fireplaces.

Vented
FireGlitter
Burner with
Valve Vanisher
CXF and CS
Burners in
Stainless Steel

Vented CXF Burner

Burners
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SCAN FOR MORE INFO

Vent-free 24”
Black Chassis

Vented CXF Burner Pans are tapered in
shape and bring the flame to the hearth
level. Features an adjustable rear leg to
change the angle of display. For single
sided fireplaces only.

All ALTERNA Vent-Free Systems feature a single
opposed-louver lance-port burner for ultimate heat and
appearance. Models available for both single-sided and
see-through fireplaces.

VENTED
A variety of geometric shapes create an
interesting display of angles and curves for
the ultimate contemporary fireplace.
Individual FireShapes™ include two sizes
each of Cones, Cylinders, three and
four-faced Pyramids and Cubes, as well as
Spheres and Half-Spheres. Colors can be
mixed and matched to complement décor.

Large FireShapes in Beige and Adobe Red Colors
On CS Burner

Small FireShapes in Natural Color
On CXF Burner

Mixed FireShapes in Natural Color
On CS Burner

Vented FireShapes
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

VENT-FREE
Single-sided sets have two tiers of FireShapes™
to create an orderly randomness of points,
slants and arcs.

30” Black and White FireShapes
on Black Burner Chassis

20” Adobe Red FireShapes on
Black Burner Chassis

See-Thru sets have two rows of FireShapes™
with flame between the two. Single colors or
combinations of colors can be used to create
that perfect look.

24” Black and Beige FireShapes on Stainless Steel
Burner Chassis

Vent-Free FireShapes
SCAN FOR MORE INFO
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Uniform and Mixed FireBalls are available in two finishes: original smooth and textured “Rustic”.

VENTED
Uniform Size FireBall sets offer an orderly
appearance of like-size balls on the CS Burner.
Mixed Size FireBall sets provide a random
configuration and flame pattern, and are well
suited for single (CS and CXF) and multi-sided
fireplaces and firepits (CS).
Individual FireBalls™ are available in 2", 2.5",
3", 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8” and 12” diameters, as
well as 4”, 6” and 7” half-balls.

Vented FireBalls
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

4” Rustic FireBalls in Rust Color

Black 8” FireBalls on CS Burner

Mixed Size FireBalls in Natural
Color on CXF Burner

VENT-FREE
Single-sided sets provide three tiers of 4”
diameter FireBalls™ with the flame rising
between the second and third rows.
The flame of the See-Thru sets emanates
from the middle of the four tiers (two on
each side).

Vent-Free FireBalls
SCAN FOR MORE INFO
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Natural FireBalls on 30” Black Burner Chassis

Dark Gray FireBalls on 24”
Stainless Steel Burner Chassis

Adobe Red FireBalls on 20”
Black Burner Chassis

VENTED
A special linear burner creates a line of
fire that rises through the bed of glass or
beads. The dancing flame is reflected in
the face of each glass crystal, creating a
very dynamic and thoroughly engaging
display.

FireGlitter Burner with Blue-Green Glass

Vented FireGlitter
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

VENT-FREE

20” SS Chassis with
Copper Glass

20” Double-Faced SS
Chassis

24” Black Chassis with
Platinum Glass

24” Stainless Steel Chassis
with Black Glass

The wedge-shaped chassis of the
high-efficiency burner system and
the firebox floor are covered with
the special glass or beads to create
an alluring presentation. For the
minimalist, the chassis/burner alone
may be used for a pure flame effect.

24” Stainless Steel Chassis

Vent-Free
FireGlitter
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

30” Stainless Steel Chassis
with Cobalt Glass

30” Double-Faced SS
Chassis
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VENTED
FireStones™ sets combine the two basic
elements of earth and fire. Brilliantly
patterned from nature’s real stones,
FireStones™ create an exciting visual
display of multiple surfaces unlike any
other fireplace product.
FireStones™ are available in 18", 24" 30"
and 36" set sizes, and in assortment packs
in extra large, large, medium, small and
pebble sizes, which allow you to make
your own stone arrangements.

Calico FireStones on 24” CXF Burner

Vented FireStones
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

VENT-FREE
Single sided sets have three rows of
FireStones™ while See-Thru sets have two
on each side. Single color and color
combinations are available to beautifully
complement the fireplace and room
design.

Black FireStones on 24” Stainless Burner Chassis

Vent-Free
FireStones
SCAN FOR MORE INFO
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Brown, Natural and Adobe Red FireStones
On 24" Black Burner
Chassis

Ceramic Stain Colors

Ceramic Stain Colors For FireShapes™,
Fire Balls™ and FireStones™.
Rasmussen formulates our own
proprietary, environmentally friendly
ceramic stain colors which differ from
paint due to the following inherent
qualities:

White

Lt. Gray

Dk. Gray

Black

Natural

Beige

Brown

Adobe Red

Ceramic Stain Colors for Rustic FireBalls

Coal

Pewter

2) Unlike paint, Ceramic Stain will not
burn away under fire. Ceramic Stain will
age gracefuly.

Rust

FireGlitter Colors
Blue-Green Platnium

Copper

1) Ceramic Stain produces a transparent,
non-uniform appearance as it absorbs into
the material’s pores, rather than merely
covering the surface of the shape as paint
does, thus enhancing the uniqueness of
our products.

Cobalt

Black

Building Blox

FireDrop Colors

Aqua-Blue

Black

SCAN FOR MORE INFO

Emerald
Green

Honey
Yellow

Platinum

Fire Red

“EASY” Safey Pilot Lighting Controls
Manual Control (SPK3E)
Light burner and adjust flame height by
turning knob.

Switch/Remote Ready Control (RPK3E)
Light burner with receiver switch or one
of five wireless transmitter devices.
Adjust flame height by turning knob.

Variable Flame Height Remote
Control (RMC1E)

The “EASY” system uses a common valve
that offers many control options and the
ability to upgrade functionality at any time
(no need to replace the whole system).
Controls provide convenient lighting as
well as safety shut down in the event of an
interruption in the gas supply or a flameout. Good for 30” and smaller sets.

Electronic Ignition/Pilot On
Demand Controls
Pilot lights with each use by automatic spark.
Pilot shuts down when burner is turned off.

Light burner and adjust flame height by
pushing button.

Millivolt Safety Pilot Lighting
Controls
On/Off Control w/switch or remote
lighting.
Adjust flame height by turning knob.

24V systems
install outside
firebox

Battery Operat- 4.25”w x 8” d x
ed install inside 5” h
firebox
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Need More Information?
Gas Logs and Alterna website: www.RasmussenGasLogs.com
Corporate website: www.Rasmussen.biz
Knowledge Base: www.RasBox.com for: • Installation/Instruction Manuals • FAQs • Brochures
• Troubleshooting Information • Etc.
Videos: www.YouTube.com/RasmussenGasLogs

Rasmussen
Resources
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

Photo Repository: www.Rasmussen.Smugmug.com

Solaire Infrared Grills
Solaire Infrared Grills heat up in just 3 minutes to
searing temperatures, grill food in half the time
and make food taste better. Sizes from portable
to 56”, with a full complement of accessories
needed to create your dream outdoor kitchen.
www.SolaireGasGrills.com

Solaire Infrared Grills
SCAN FOR MORE INFO

Bromic Heaters
Innovation meets aesthetics, to bring you a
powerful range of heaters that re-defines the
world of heating. The Bromic line of heaters
combine beauty with heating to provide benefits never before seen in outdoor heaters. Gas
and electric models.
www.radiantpatioheater.com

Bromic Heaters
SCAN FOR MORE INFO
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